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Self-Empowerment Tools 
for 

Everyday Use

 This booklet is designed as a user-friendly guide & resource, making 
available 47 simple, effective, tried-and-tested techniques to improve 
overall management of - and performance throughout - your daily life. 

 The tools & techniques described here either originated as self-
guided techniques, or were learned elsewhere but modified through my 
own experience & practice in order to increase their effectiveness for my 
own personal use. I would recommend that what is offered here is only 
viewed as a guide, since everyone is different & we all have differing needs 
& priorities. If you like a particular practice but what I suggest doesn’t feel 
quite right, please follow your instinct & adapt it accordingly. 

 Broader descriptions of each tool or practice are discussed first, 
followed by summarised pointers, for quick reference & practical use. 

 There are many possible ways to approach the information in this 
ebooklet, ranging from scanning the entire contents, to choosing a tool or 
practice that draws your attention. If you are looking for something specific 
to help you, trust that you will know what is best for you at any one time. 
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After all, these tools & practices are an aid to self-empowering the 
individual! 

 It is my sincere wish that you get as much out of them as I have, and 
they are offered here in that spirit of mutual benefit.
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1. Making Peace

 Making Peace with ourselves, and thus with our whole world, is probably one of 

the most powerful decisions we can ever make on a daily basis. The effects can be 

instantaneous, immediately obvious & surprisingly effective. The reason for this, I 

believe, is that our natural state of being is one of constant allowance, peace, and 

connection. But the way we are taught and raised while growing up, and eventually take 

on as an adult in society, requires the opposite: a state of separation, resistance & 

restriction. So, by declaring internally our intention to make Peace with all aspects of 

ourself - who we are, what we have ever done or not done, our relationship to 

everything within & without overlooking all petty gripes, resentments, 

judgments...everything - we give ourselves the opportunity to be more like who we 

really are, which is constantly at Peace. This in turn, creates a profound shift in our 

everyday experience. Like a huge sigh of relief!

 All that is required to start is a decision to go ahead, as well as the intention to 

honour it. It can flow easily & beautifully, provided we honour the intent with our 

peaceful thoughts & actions. This means staying aware of some old patterning which 

might reveal itself as. for example:

thoughts of judgment about this person or that [thoughts of separation]

deciding to delay honouring a bill despite using the services, justified on the basis 

the company may have more money than you [thoughts of resistance]

efforts of self-control or self-restraint in order not to express true emotions [thoughts 

of restriction] 

 We all have such ingrained ways of thinking in an everyday way, that many of our 

beliefs & behaviours will jar with this new intention of Peace. 

 The good news is, we need do nothing except renew our Intent for Peace at every 

opportunity - since all that jars with the intention will come to meet us face-to-face, in a 

most obvious way. For example:
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we may well get sent a final bill reminder, to remind us of our resistance

our children may express the emotions we don’t allow ourselves to feel, never mind 

express out loud, to remind us of our restrictions

we find ourself being judged by another in exactly same way we judged another, to 

remind us there is no separation

 Be watchful for these clear signs, that can light up in front of our eyes like Neon. 
Since we have consciously asked for Peace, it’s important we experience the ways in 
which we fail to allow it in our everyday lives. It’s a golden opportunity for ourselves that 
raises the bar of self-knowledge, so we can achieve a lot in a short space of time, by 
remaining in a state of sincerity & awareness, with curiosity & non-judgment.

 On the more enjoyable side, the rewards for taking the plunge can be extensive, 
and equally obvious: unexpected sources of income appear from everywhere, new 
business opportunities arise that we previously only dreamed about, good fortune 
seems like it's on our side, new friends & relationships that perfectly match our needs 
manifest, the house sells after months of little interest, everyone seems to reflect our 
peaceful state around us, travel is unexpectedly easy & comfortable, and so on. 

 From personal experience, I understood early on with this technique that the 
flood gates of abundance opened every time I used it, so therefore my usual state of 
being & general attitude must be restricting my life & experiences in some massive way. 
And on a macro level, the intent of making Peace also sends Peace around the world, 
into the energetic matrix of the planet & the human consciousness that connects us all. 
Where Peace exists, fear can not. With such an state of mind, we are not only supporting 
our own self-empowerment, we are supporting it everywhere.

Making PEACE: suggested practice

1. Decide & declare you want to make Peace with yourself & your world, come what 
may

2. Set the Intent to honour your decision

3. Watch what turns up in your outer world, and pay attention to any specific 
difficulties. These are the behaviours/beliefs to look into, stemming further growth

4. Enjoy the many benefits, and start getting used to that new feeling!
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The Elements: Introduction

 The Elements create a powerful tetrarchy, supporting our physical well-being & 

entire existence. Each element abounds in wonderful lessons & opportunities for growth 

that it is able to teach us directly. Each has its own consciousness that we are able to 

communicate with directly. Like the Medicine Wheel or Zodiac, we can find ourselves 

immersed in one element or another at certain points in our lives, drawing on the 

particular, specialist nature of that experience needed for us to move forward. We might 

find we are drawn to a particular element more than another at any one time, or feel at 

home with one or more & not another. The element that challenges us most is - like any 

equivalent in life - the one with the most lessons for us (and with the implied gifts lying 

behind them). Here are some examples for each element:-

• Working with Water can teach us how to go with the flow of life, respecting the fact that 

we are all in this living business together - rather than seeking to control events & people. 

• Fire can teach us how to direct & focus our creative energy productively, rather than 

experience it ‘firing off’ in all directions while achieving nothing. 

• Earth can teach us how to stand our ground firmly, when outer events do not respect our 

boundaries or viewpoint - inviting the respect of others due to our own self-respect. 

• Air can encourage us to fly, dream & expand our perspective, so that we can move 

beyond self-imposed limitations & restrictions, and thus realise more of our potential. 

There is so much to learn about ourselves through each element, and it is through our 

respect for them & our own openness and receptivity that this can become a positive 

learning experience.
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8. The Elements: Water

 Without Water, there would be no life on this planet. We are a water-based life 

system on Earth. It is central to our existence, and while we can survive without food for 

up to a month, we will not last over a week without fluid intake. Our bodies are made up 

of over 70% water, while human blood is made up of over 90%. It might seem as if Earth 

is the primary element of physical existence, but it could be argued that in actual fact 

physical life is Water-based!

 On many levels, the element Water is a great teacher. It can act as a mirror of our 

consciousness. It has the ability to retain & pass on information, refract light, conduct 

heat & energy, amplify the effects of sound waves, absorb & transmute toxins & harmful 

energy waves, as well as purify & cleanse our complete system. No wonder John the 

Baptist and many others sought its particular & amazing qualities for their work! In 

conjunction with the gravitational pull & influence of the Moon, water provides our 

world with many astounding services. Metaphysically speaking, to pass through Water is 

to go through the veil, just as we do when we go back through the veil to spirit when 

‘passing over’. Water can feel both scary & intimidating, yet at the same time very much 

like coming home. Have you noticed how many elderly people stand staring at the sea, 

lost in contemplation? It is the clear Yin, the inner journey, to Fire's Yang, the outer one. 

The silver to the gold. Feminine to masculine.

 To take the plunge on a deeper level with Water is a great service to the self. It 

can teach us to look in the deepest darkest regions inside of us, to those regions where 

we have constructed self-restricting structures of which we are unconscious. Water (and 

the Moon) opens us to this deepest realm of consciousness, so that we can identify what 

no longer serves us, what holds us back, what damages us even, and we can release it 

through Water's ability to heal, cleanse & purify us on this level. No wonder many of us 

are afraid of Water's power, and the fear of being drowned in the world our 

unconsciousness has created, and which can easily overwhelm us. Water mirrors that 

fear, and with any form of mirrored consciousness, it is all too easy to project our fear 
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onto the mirror, as a scapegoat. Water, as we are well aware, is similarly disrespectfully 

treated in our world. Yet it is the elixir of life.

 If you feel drawn to connect with Water, find every way you can in your life to 

honour it, & appreciate its beauty & service. Save water, bless it when you drink it, 

recycle it for secondary use in the garden, drink water that is alive where possible rather 

than tapped or bottled, have a healing bath letting all your fears, concerns & worries 

pass into the water, send love telepathically to all water sources, rivers, oceans - thank 

the rain! And then Water & the Moon will find ways to support & help you in your life - 

start looking for the signs around you!

Working with WATER: Tools & Practices

• Bless water from your heart that you drink, use, or see around you

• Ask the consciousness of water to cleanse your body & release all energies 

that no longer serve you, as you bathe, shower or wash

• Create a hand & lower arm washing ceremony after completing tasks, or after 

returning home. This releases built up radiation held in the body, so that sleep 

& new activities can start afresh

• Water that has been chemically cleansed, treated, transported through plastic 

pipes & in plastic bottles needs help to return to its original energy-giving 

form. You can enliven water through continual movement, blessings, prayers, 

higher frequency symbols placed on containers, uplifting music & sounds, and 

your own conscious appreciation of the element

• Thank the rain, the sewers, swamps, man-made toxic areas, in which the value 

& service of water is often denigrated or overlooked

• Hold a special ceremony at Full Moon with water, using your imagination & 

trusting all that you feel is right for you to do. Water is exceptionally powerful 

in its effect at this time
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12. Mirror Consciousness

 Mirror consciousness is one of the main feedback systems we have in our 

physical existence. We conceive our world in our minds & it is re-created in physical 

form, as an exact mirror. This is the basis of all arguments which state that, in order to 

change our world, we need to change ourselves. Mirror consciousness demonstrates 

how immensely powerful & far-reaching our minds really are. And, as many would 

agree, it is an uncomfortable reminder that so much of what we think, believe, accept, 

wish for, is unconsciously done - since who would consciously wish for some of the 

things that turn up in our lives? It’s not that the process is in any way confusing or 

approximate: it’s more that we tend to be inconsistent, distracted & forgetful, and the  

area we seem to be least qualified to speak of with any objectivity is the complexity of 

our daily thoughts, feelings & actions. 

 For instance, our emotions basically set the wheel of reality into action. They are 

the powerhouse of creation, and it is from our emotional frequency, at any one point, 

that we attract the vibrational mirror that is a perfect match in our physical existence. To 

give an example, someone who is short of cash may genuinely be wishing for a little 

financial help from somewhere. His thoughts are strongly drawn to this subject. One 

time he may decide to relax, trust in the Universe, and find ways to be happy, at peace 

with where he finds himself. Before long, his mood is very buoyant, positive & even a 

little carefree. Another time he may get lost in the poor-me aspect of victimhood, and 

his thoughts & consequently emotions follow this train of focus: he finds himself feeling 

low, angry, victimised, full of blame, concerned with never-ending 'why me?'s. The first 

situation will very quickly lead to a positive outcome in his outer circumstances: the 

mirror of his inner consciousness can only bring about something positive, which may 

be a friend coming round to cook dinner, or a surprise payment arriving on his 

doorstep. The second situation will most likely lead to a continued sense of 'wanting' - of 
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frustration - and if the thought processes continued, over time the situation can only 

worsen, with bailiffs maybe turning up, unexpected bills & angry people intervening in 

all areas of his life. The trouble is, as many of us have experienced, when these kind of 

experiences occur, along with the resulting moods & drama, there seems little 

inclination for what may help the most: a positive perspective & upbeat mood.

 This gives a clue as to the real nature of mirror consciousness: it is an instrument 

that acts like a frequency translator, pure & simple. Our vibrational frequency is a note 

that it can translate, and the exact equivalent in physical form appears in our lives. This is 

the essential challenge with mirror consciousness: it is only by first understanding our 

vibrational frequency that we can effect change in our situation. Since our Universe is a 

vibrational Universe, responding to exact wave-lengths & frequencies, those who rely 

more on thought, intellect & planning seem to be at a distinct disadvantage. Which is a 

shame, because that’s what most of humanity is educated to become. If we wish to know 

what pulse or tone we are sending out, we need to honestly assess how we are feeling, 

in the first place. And if we can't do that easily, our physical body will give us a very 

good idea - tension, aches & pains, lightness & energy, heaviness, buzzing with 

aliveness, and so on. To the Universe, it's a waste of energy & thought to plan, sort 

things out, wish for this or that, trying to do this or that, forcing ourselves & others to be 

this or whatever - before first sorting out our vibrational point of attraction: that is what is 

drawing it in, or not, as the case may be. When we know or see someone we describe as 

'being on a roll', able to manifest all they want quickly & achieve even more while 

they're at it, the last thing we tend to notice is their mood: how happy, buoyant, 

confident they are, seemingly at one with all that they're achieving - and the feeling 

simply grows as the feedback system shows them they have their finger exactly on the 

button. And that's the trick. If we want to do anything successfully (including nothing!), 

we either need to be following our passion, or if that isn't possible, find as many creative 

ways as we can to make it feel like it really is  - by finding peace, at-one-ness, happiness 

in our particular role at that particular time. Playing the game well, as would a child in a 

game of ‘pretend’; or indeed, as would any actor or actress!

 The following practice may assist you in working further with Mirror 

Consciousness:-
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Working with MIRROR CONSCIOUSNESS: suggested practice

1. To assess where your vibrational point of attraction lies, notice how you're feeling - 

and have been feeling recently. If this is hard for you, look honestly at your body: 

posture, how healthy it is today & has been recently, how much energy you have in 

general. Then also look at what has been going on in your life: what you're happy 

with, and in particular those areas in which you're unhappy

2. Do you start to see some kind of correlation between your emotional mood & 

health, and what has been turning up? If not, maybe you need to look more 

honestly!

3. Are you living life the way you want it to be? If not, and if there are specific areas 

where you're not, can you either a) change these to what you do want, or b) find 

ways to feel a whole lot better about them, even by rationalising that it is a temporary 

solution for your benefit?

4. Your feelings about your life in general, and those specific areas such as work, 

family life, relationships, leisure time etc are affecting your future as we speak. If they 

are not pretty much upbeat, positive, feeling good, then use the two options from 

the previous pointer to improve your point of attraction

5. Finally, a good trick to amplify this process is to acknowledge & appreciate how 

you are changing your life for the better each time something you want turns up. 

Finding even small ways to celebrate supports the atmosphere of feeling good 

about yourself, relishing your life, and thanking the benificence of the Universe

.
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18. Intuition

 I group instinct & intuition together in this section, although their field of 

awareness, and origin, is  completely different. Together, they represent our invaluable 

guidance system. I experience my own instinct as coming through my solar plexus in the 

gut, and as a very physical response to certain physical situations: having a strong gut 

feeling. My feet won't even go there if the feeling is there: somehow, it has an automatic 

hold over my physical reactions. Not so with my intuition, however. This I experience as a 

very much finer, mind-based response to a situation or something arising in the near 

future. It can be hard to read, almost like a whisper: is it simply a random thought, or is it 

something more important - a thought that if followed will save me a lot of time & 

energy? A good example, from personal experience, is a thought that pops up while I'm 

driving: the thought conveys information that an alternative route to the normal one 

might be ‘fun’ to explore today. I follow the route which this seemingly random thought 

has aroused in my responses, and discover the main route is blocked that morning with 

a big accident. Not only that, I might have been involved, since the timing seems to be 

pretty much aligned with mine. That was my intuition at work, of course, not simply a 

random thought. The question is, how can we know, for sure? There is one easy way to 

find out. Is the thought relevant to the present moment? If so, it's most probably your 

intuition, and you can follow its guidance safely & with confidence. If the thought deals 

with the past or future in any way, it won't be relevant & will most certainly not be your 

intuition. And if a person or place pops into your mind, making you think ‘where did that 

thought suddenly come from?’, the likelihood is strong it will also be your intuition at 

work; and in the case of a person, also linked to some form of telepathic 

communication. That feeling will then be confirmed when you ‘bump into’ that person or 

they contact you; or when the place ‘mysteriously’ appears before your eyes, advertised 

on publicity you pass at a travel agent. Retrospectively you are now aware it was your 

intuition at work, guiding you in a certain direction. When it helps save you time, 

energy, and even ensures your safety, the key of course is spotting it at the time, when 

the information really counts. This is  often where instinct enters the fray, as a more 

physical back-up, or second response unit: we might ignore the intuition, but if it's 
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sufficiently important, you will get a stronger-feeling instinct. Don't go down that road, 

for instance. It just doesn't feel good. That will be all the confirmation you need. If you 

consistently ignore these signals, these crucial guidance systems can become dulled, 

even non-existent, over time.

Working with your INTUITION: suggested practices

1. Set the intention that you wish to work more closely with your intuition. Try and set 

aside a day in which to do this, so that you can evaluate & see the effects when either 

you follow it or ignore it/miss it due to being distracted. One can learn far more from 

making an error, which in turn will help build trust & the realisation of how valuable & 

necessary this resource really is, and how best to make it work better for you

2. When a thought pops into your head, inviting you to do something different in that 

particular moment, heed & act on it. You will soon find out whether it was your 

intuition, as some form of physical feedback always follows acting on this resource. 

Sometimes, just feeling good about what you're doing is the reward in itself, and that 

in turn brings further rewards. When you start to realise just how much time, effort & 

stress you have saved yourself on each occasion, complement your intuition for 

helping you, and acknowledge your growing ability to read, hear & act on it

3. When a thought pops into your head about a specific person, group, 

organisation, place - particularly if not thought of for a while, or disconnected 

enough to your present life to seem random - listen to it. Follow up the contact or 

research further into the place or group or organisation. You may have stumbled 

upon the next step you need to develop your business, meet someone who 

becomes important in your life, or even simply a message or information which helps 

you to make further, informed steps in a certain direction. When a particular place, 

person or organisation ‘turns up’ three times in one day, all in different ways - a 

distantly heard conversation between strangers, an advert, a song lyric, an article in a 

newspaper or magazine, a friend talking or writing about it - make a commitment to 

looking into this further, as it is as clear a signal as you can possibly get that this is  

your next step!
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27. Scrying & Divination

 Divination is the ancient art of the soothsayer, one who can fore-tell or fore-see 

the future. In more recent times, preferred instruments of augury could be tarot or 

oracle cards, tea leaves, coffee grains, pendulums, crystal balls and so on. Scrying is  a  

specific kind of divination, in which a shiny surface like still water, or something 

polished, is interpreted for the benefit of the applicant. For many religions in the past, 

divination became an objectionable pursuit since it took away the absolute power of the 

priest as intermediary. Nowadays, it can once again be used as a tool of self-

empowerment, not just a cheap show at a fayre or some occult practice to be feared. 

The trick, as with anything in this ebooklet, is to focus first on the intention behind it. 

Once this is set, clearly, sincerely & with integrity, the imagination - as supreme tool of 

the higher mind - can work easily, revealing what can be known at this time. It may seem 

like its magic, but we are magical beings in that case! 

 If you’re interested in exploring this whole area & seek some answers about your 

future, try some of the following for fun to see what turns up. You may be pleasantly 

surprised!

CARD READING:

These days, fine quality oracle cards or tarot decks are easily available. 

The art of reading Tarot is more intuitive & comes alive in the hands of a 

skilled & practiced interpreter, but most Oracle cards require no intuition 

whatsoever since the answer is given as soon as it is asked. For a quick 

solution or answer, set a clear intention or question & simply pick a card. 

DOWSING:

Dowsing can include anything from using a pendulum to searching for 

water with a metal rod. A pendulum - which can simply be a ball or 
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pendant on a chain - works using kinesiology, allowing simple 'yes' or 

'no' responses to questions asked. For further details, google & check out 

how to do it online.

SCRYING:

Use a crystal ball or shiny surface to reveal more complex, visionary 

interpretations, allowing your imagination to come forward. Focus on the 

surface, having set the clear intent, and see what arises in your third eye. 

Any images, thoughts, words, sensations will help to reveal a bigger 

picture that you can start to interpret & work with. If you have no luck first 

time, wait a while, relax & close your eyes: visualise yourself finding 

images & answers in the crystal ball. Then try it again!

FIRE or WATER GAZING:

Most of us have gazed, feeling mesmorised, into a fire, or into a still lake. 

This is in fact a form of scrying, using the elements to inspire our 

imagination instead. Set the intent, and work in the same way as if you 

would if you were scrying.

COFFEE READING:

As crazy as it may sound, textured, milky coffee is  an ideal divination tool! 

Even just black will do, when freshly made, so that you can observe the 

light froth displaying textures & shapes. Sip the coffee to break up the 

barista's hallmark if purchased in a cafe & to send your own energy into 

the drink. Set your intent to gain insight, and watch what happens to the 

surface shapes in the coffee! When I made my wife Sabine a black coffee 

earlier, I noticed a crescent shape as I took it to her. The crescent moon is 

a power symbol for her.
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28. Auric Clearing

 The Auric Field is the electro-magnetic layer of composite energy bodies lying 

outside our physical body. It can be recorded by using Kirlian photography, while some 

people say they are able to view it with their physical eyes. The physical body is actually 

the first layer of the auric field, its density being the greatest & best suited to this  

physical dimension. Layered only a few inches outside of it is the etheric body, the 

physical ‘double’ which is the direct source of our physical well-being & energy. It can 

easily be depleted existing as we do in today's living environments, facing constant 

electro-magnetic & wave interference, aerial pollutants, concrete rooms & living 

quarters, treated drinking water, harmful chemicals in foods, and stressful living 

conditions & imposed responsibilities. So much of what man creates absorbs or 

destroys life force energy from nature. This is actually the resource that we most need, to 

ensure our health, survival & prosperity, but so little heed is given to it in a world 

obsessed with technological advances but without awareness of the synergetic rhythm 

of life, where all is connected. We pollute a water source, dump rubbish in a hedge, 

burn tyres in a city: all are affected by this, not simply those responsible. Charging the 

etheric body makes a huge difference as to how we are individually able to navigate our 

toxic world, and thrive come what may. Not only that, what we do in this life, our 

choices, have a direct affect on our ability to thrive in our other higher bodies, whether 

etheric, emotional, mental, causal. All of these are intimately connected, and intimately 

connected to how we think, feel & act. 

 The etheric body is also our after-life body. As we charge it, we draw energy to 

ourselves. This in turn supports our out-of-body navigation - during sleep when astral 

travelling, or even when done consciously - as well as journeys when we pass over: all 

are greatly enhanced by energetic well-being in the etheric body. 
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 Our emotional body, among other things, holds the key to illness & disease in our 

life, depending on how much long-held or suppressed emotions we allow to exist there 

while in denial. As a critical mass point is reached, serious illness in the region in which 

the emotion is linked to then manifests in the physical body. 

 Our mental body can grow enormously, according to how we perceive life, and 

how expanded our vision & beliefs: it is the canvas on which we paint the life we think 

into being. If we insist on entrapping ourselves, through concepts, beliefs & structures 

that demean, constrict, restrict the self, then that is the story of our life we attract & 

experience on the outside. The mental body only begins to form once a child is  about 7 

years old. Since it is an impeccably protective layer in physical living (depending on the 

belief systems we hold), young children need their parents’ auric field to assist in their 

health, growth & sense of security in the world.

 Our causal body reaches for the stars, yet if we do not 'believe in all that 

nonsense' - the spiritual truth of who we are, our enormous size, creative power, 

immense potential of abilities - then this body remains inert, and will continue to do so 

unless our Soul creates a powerful, traumatic event in order to awaken us to further 

realities & dimensions, possibilities & ways of being. Above all, awakening to the illusion 

of this physical life, which is the dream of our mental field - an excellent illusion, but  a 

virtual reality nevertheless. The purpose of this awakening is not to dismiss life, but 

rather that we take it less seriously and through doing so, create a whole lot more 

enjoyment for ourselves & for others! It’s purpose is for us to live magically.

 All of these auric bodies, not just our physical body, are entirely our responsibility. 

They represent & hold the sum total of everything in our existence: whatever we think, 

feel, say, do, what we eat, drink, absorb in all senses, is all stored there. We can maintain  

our field in optimal health, or we can deny its very existence & live an unconscious 

dream-state, with all its implications. 

 To clear or cleanse the auric field of unwanted energy is relatively easy, and can 

leave you a great lightness of being afterwards. Here are a number of key techniques 

which can really help:-
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37. Daily Movie

 This is a technique that can best be used at the very end of your day, just before 

sleep. It helps us to shed a greater understanding & perspective on the day just 

experienced, a perspective that lies beyond the limits of the personality & physical 

senses. It can induce strong feelings of recognition & appreciation, while at the same 

time acknowledging those aspects of the day that had a vastly different feel & meaning 

in reality compared to how they felt & were experienced at the time. Performing this 

practice daily can ease, allay & negate any held emotions in the body from the day's 

activities, and develop in us a wiser, non-attached perspective on our lives, and on what 

occurs at a physical level. This is the perspective of the Witness, what some call the 

Higher Self.

 I started using this technique intuitively during a challenging period in my life. It 

gave me great confidence to realise that things weren't ever as bad as I had 

remembered during the day; and in fact, there were many beautiful things occurring 

which I neither acknowledged at the time, nor appreciated. So it allowed me to 

construct refreshing, non-attached perspective on what was going on, understanding 

that the hurt & pain I was feeling was simply arising out of wanting something that 

wasn't mine to have. Another benefit of this  process which surprised me at first was the 

ability see others with clearer eyes - their deep, lasting beauty & big-heartedness, their 

tireless energy & enthusiasm for life, all the layers beyond the skin-deep personalities I 

conversed with on an everyday level & reacted to with auto-responses. 

 Unsurprisingly, I became addicted this exercise, as a result!
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 To try this out successfully, ensure you're not too tired or in need of sleep before 

lying down. It doesn't really matter if you drift off while doing it, of course, since the 

benefits will already be obvious, and will be affecting deeper levels of your 

consciousness. It should only take about 10 minutes to perform; in some cases less, if 

done in the way suggested.

DAILY MOVIE: suggested practice

1. As you go to bed, set the intention to view the perspective of your day in the form 

a speeded-up movie. Ask that it be overseen by your Witness Self (the Director!) so 

that you have the opportunity to re-visit any moments missed, mis-understood, or 

those which stood out for the heart but were ignored by the head!

2. Close your eyes, taking in deep breaths. Allow the movie to start in your mind's 

eye, and allow your Witness Self to direct the speed of it: where it needs to slow 

down in order to take in those key moments that were either missed or not fully 

understood or experienced. In other words, you are simply watching it, without any 

conscious engagement, other than as a witness or cinema goer

3. Once finished, acknowledge the moments you now appreciate more fully, the 

people you more deeply connected with, the many blessings & lessons learned, the 

opportunities, the miracles & synchronicities. Allow yourself to feel what you are  

feeling; and once done, let those feelings go with thanks & gratitude. If you like, 

send yourself advance wishes & blessings for your new day, and feel excited about 

what's to come. You may even like to Intend & Visualise the day ahead, if not too 

tired. When done after creating a wealth of good feelings & appreciation, the effects 

will be all the more potent
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